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SFHR
HARRIS STRIP RETROFIT 

Designed for manufacturing, distribution, warehouse 
and retail settings, the SFHR allows for a quick retrofit 
from fluorescent to LED using existing troffer pan with 
ease of installation for a single person and worry-free 
maintenance in mind.

Proudly manufactured in  

AMERICA



EASE OF INSTALLATION  
Designed to lower the cost of installation by 
minimizing the amount of crew members needed. 
The fixture comes with tethers that secure the lens 
cover to the body of fixture, allowing a single person 
to complete wiring and secure the cover channel. 
This type of installation minimizes customer work 
disruption and speeds up installation process, while 
saving time and money. 

WIRELESS AND CONTROL SENSORS 
Obtain a larger incentive/rebate and save more 
money by adding one of our multiple sensor options. 
Orion’s sensor options start from field installed end 
mounted simple on/off controls to complex factory 
installed smart controls giving you the potential to 
maximize your energy savings. 
 

PERFORMANCE AND FEATURES 
Using the most efficient and latest LED technology, 
fixtures are proven to provide up to 138 LPW. The 
SFHR offers a variety of light output that meet your 
retrofit application needs. The fixture comes in 3’, 
4’, and 8’ lengths offering both standard and wide 
channel options that can connect in tandem to create 
electrical raceways. It is available in 120-277 voltage 
with a standard 0-10v dimming driver. 

FIVE YEAR WARRANTY OPTION 
De-risk your retrofit with a five year warranty.

STREAMLINED OPERATIONS  
Made in Wisconsin. Minimal lead times mean you 
start saving money faster by reducing your energy 
consumption. Site preparation is minimized using 
Orion’s kitted packaging option. 

PACKAGING DONE RIGHT 
Orion’s fixtures are packaged to meet job needs. 
Single pack option is convenient for site verification or 
single fixture orders, which can easily be broken down 
and put in the recycle bin. Job pack option allows 
installers to ship product in bulk settings per area and 
then double the use of packaging for a quick cleanup 
and proper recycling of product taken down. 

OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES 
A matte finish, acrylic, contour lens option provides 
glare diffusion where it is needed in the work area.
Battery Back up option is available to help achieve 
safety requirements per building codes. Multiple 
mounting methods and power connections allow for 
ease of installation to fit almost any application need.

VIRTUALLY MAINTENANCE FREE 
The Strip Fixture series is virtually maintenance free 
with a rated life of 100,000 hours. While fluorescent 
fixtures are targeted at every three years for replacing 
bulbs with high maintenance fees, the SFHR is 
designed for worry free maintenance for 15+ years 
and minimal maintenance fees.

MADE IN AMERICA 
Buy American Act Compliant. Manufactured in 
Wisconsin providing minimized project lead times to 
deliver energy savings and ROI faster.
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HARRIS STRIP RETROFIT
SFHR1

* SFHR1G1 NO LENS FIXTURE AT 54 WATTS (6,774 LUMENS) VERSUS 
A T12 HO 110W FLUORSCENT AVERAGING 208 WATTS

Without Lens Orion Average Competitor

3 Foot

Average Lumens 3,412 No available option

Watts used 27

Lumens per watt 124

4 Foot

Average Lumens 6,035 5,266

Watts used 52 52

Lumens per watt 116 101

8 Foot

Average Lumens 10,411 10,532

Watts used 82 104

Lumens per watt 128 101

 

UP TO 
75%* ENERGY 

REDUCTION WITH 
ORION’S STRIP 

RETROFIT.

Call or click to  
find out more:  

800.660.9340 
orionlighting.com


